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Abstract— The recent development in robotic lower-limb
prostheses have helped amputees restore their joint functions
and enabled them to perform diverse and energetically
challenging daily locomotive activities, which are usually
beyond the functionality of the passive prostheses. Although
robotic knee prosthesis and ankle prosthesis have their
common purpose of restoring joint functions for lower-limb
amputees, they have generally been treated as distinct,
standalone devices. Realizing such common objective and
leveraging the similarities between the knee and ankle design,
in this paper, a new unified design approach is proposed, which
adopts a Common Core Components Knee-Ankle Prosthesis
design. This research specifically targets the robotic knee/ankle
joint design unification as a major goal, while fulfilling their
biomechanical requirements, especially the torque, speed, and
range of motion and form factor requirements associated with
the knee/ankle joints. Based on such requirements, a unified
knee/ankle joint design was developed, which features an
identical transmission mechanism and system layout while still
providing the desired level of flexibility (joint-specific
customization) through swappable timing-belt pulleys.

I. INTRODUCTION
Development and clinical application of robotic
(powered) prostheses is arguably one of the most important
advances in the history of lower-limb prosthetics. With the
capability of actively powering the joint movements, a
robotic prosthesis may potentially provide a significantly
improved performance and user experience in comparison
with the traditional passive prostheses. Interestingly, robotic
knee prosthesis and ankle prosthesis have largely been treated
as mutually exclusive, standalone devices/products, despite
their common purpose of restoring joint functions for lowerlimb amputees. The typical commercial product of knee
prosthesis is the Ossur POWER KNEETM, which has been
in clinical use for over ten years and is currently in its second
generation [1]. In comparison, the typical product of ankle
prosthesis, otto bock Empower (previously BioM Ankle [2]),
has a very different form factor and actuation mechanism
(ball screw-based linear actuator) [3].
Perhaps such
difference can be best illustrated by the above-knee
prosthesis designs that comprise both powered knee and
ankle joints, e.g., Vanderbilt Leg [4], Knee-ankle prosthesis
developed by UT Dallas [5] and the recently developed
Open-Source Leg [6]. In the Vanderbilt Leg, the powered
knee joint is powered with 30-mm Maxon EC-4pole
brushless dc motor, while the powered ankle is powered with
60-mm Maxon 14 pole brushless dc motor. In the UT Dallas
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Knee-ankle prosthesis, both the knee and ankle joints are
powered with ILM 85x26 motor kit, Robodrive, Germany,
brushless dc motor. But their dissimilarity remains in the
transmission system, while the knee transmission is a singlestage stepped-planet compound planetary gear transmission,
the ankle transmission is a 4-bar linkage mechanism. In the
Open-Source Leg, the commonality between the knee and
ankle reaches a much higher level, as both joints are powered
with the same flat motor. The specific transmission designs,
on the other hand, remain distinctly different.
In industry, standardization has been a major trend and
contributing factor for the cost reduction and improvement of
in-use reliability of a wide variety of products. Considering
the small volume of the lower-limb prosthesis market,
unifying the knee and ankle joint designs could be especially
meaningful in making the prosthetic devices easier to
fabricate, easier to maintain, and more affordable for the
amputee users. The research in this paper targets explicitly
the joint design unification as a main goal and investigates
the dual facets that dictate the robotic knee/ankle designs: 1)
biomechanical requirements, especially the torque, speed,
and range of motion; 2) form factor requirements associated
with the knee/ankle joints. Depending on such requirements,
a unified knee/ankle joint design was developed, which
features a unified transmission mechanism and system layout
while still providing the desired level of flexibility (jointspecific customization) through swappable timing-belt
pulleys.
In the following section, the biomechanical
characteristics of the knee and ankle during walking are
analyzed, and the results form the basis of the subsequent
powered joint design.
II. ANKLE AND KNEE BIOMECHANICS IN WALKING
The biomechanics of normal walking is very important,
which provides the foundation for the design of the robotic
ankle and knee prosthesis. The human level-ground walking
gait cycle starts when the heel touches the ground of one foot
and finishes at the subsequent heel touch of the same foot [7].
The entire gait cycle is divided into two phases - stance phase
and swing phase. The stance phase contributes around 60%
of the gait cycle, and the remaining 40% of the gait cycle is
in the swing phase [8]. In this section, the analysis of the
kinematics and kinetics in walking has been used as an
important tool for quantifying lower limb joints movements
and forces.
A. Ankle Biomechanics in Walking
The key movements of the ankle joint are dorsi and
plantarflexion which occur in the sagittal plane [9]. As the
basis of determining the ankle range of motion, existing
biomechanical data from Winter [8] are utilized to generate
ankle angle trajectories for three different walking speeds
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Figure 1. Ankle joint angle trajectory in level walking for slow, normal
and fast speed

(slow, normal, and fast), as shown in Fig. 1. The angle
trajectories indicate an overall range of motion of ankle joint
between ~30° (dorsiflexion ~9° and plantarflexion ~20°).
Although, the ankle range of motion varies significantly
between persons due to gender, age, and ethnic differences
[10], many researches have indicated a total range of motion
of ankle is around 65°-75° (approximately 40°-55° and 10°20° of plantarflexion and dorsiflexion respectively) [10],
[11]. A recent study on 21 subjects (10 male and 11 female)
indicates the total range of motion during walking is 27° (5°
dorsiflexion and 22° plantarflexion) while speed is 1.1 m/s
and 30° (4° dorsiflexion and 26° plantarflexion) while speed
is 1.6 m/s [12]. However, in daily activities, the range of
motion required is reduced to ~30° for normal walking [8],
[13].
To understand and model the way human regulates ankle
torque during walking; a graphical approach of analyzing gait
has been adopted. As the basis of this work, existing
biomechanical data from Winter [8] are utilized to generate a
trajectory on the angle-torque plane, as shown in Fig. 2. The
trajectory is segmented into several of phases described
below, where each phase exhibits a set of distinct dynamic
characteristics.
•

Controlled Plantar Flexion (A → B): This phase
begins at heel-strike (Point A), and ankle becomes
flat with a small flexional torque. Such dynamic
behavior can be modeled as a soft linear spring
(~0.77 N-m/deg).

•

Controlled dorsiflexion (B → C): This phase starts at
foot-flat (Point B) and ends when the ankle reaches
the maximum dorsiflexion. In this process, the
whole-body weight is supported on a single limb and
the torque increases with the joint angle. The
biomechanical joint behavior within this phase can
be modeled with a very stiff virtual spring (~7.34 Nm/deg).

•

Powered plantar flexion (C → D): This phase starts
after maximum dorsiflexion and continues until the
toe-off (point D) happens. The torque starts with the
maximum value and reduces to zero at the end of this
phase. The biomechanical behavior of this phase can
be modeled with a strong virtual spring, with the
stiffness of ~4.61 N-m/deg.
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Figure 2. Ankle torque vs. angle behavior during walking for a 75Kg male
subject. The condition of the foot during heel-strike, foot flat, maximum
dorsiflexion and toe-off are marked as (A), (B), (C) and (D)

•

Swing phase (D → A): This phase starts with the toeoff and ankle experiences fast dorsiflexion to return
to the original position of the gait cycle. The
behavior of this phase can be modeled with a mild
virtual spring, with the stiffness of ~0.021 N-m/deg.
Based on the biomechanical data by winter [8], the
peak joint velocity is around 3 rad/s in this phase.

Based on the study in this section, the main design
objective is to fulfill the actuation torque and the range of
motion requirements rather than the speed requirement which
is relatively slow (~3 rad/s) in comparison with the knee. As
indicated by the biomechanical study, the peak torque (occurs
at maximum dorsiflexion) is approximately 115.13 N-m,
which can serve as the torque capacity for the design
objective. Furthermore, the range of motion of the prosthesis
should be more than 30 ̊ (dorsiflexion ~10 ̊ and plantarflexion
~20 )̊ , to meet the joint angle range of motion requirement in
walking.
B. Knee Biomechanics in Walking
A similar graphic approach is used to model the
biomechanical behavior of the knee in walking. The key
movement of the knee joint complex is flexion, extension,
and hyperextension occurring in the sagittal plane. Similar to
ankle joint, the knee joint range of motion also varies
significantly between individuals due to gender, age, and
ethnic differences. As the basis of determining knee range of
motion, existing biomechanical data from Winter [8] are
utilized to generate a knee angle trajectory, as shown in Fig.
3. The angle trajectory indicates an overall range of motion
of knee joint between 65°-70° degree. A recent study by
Grimmer et al. also verifies the range of motion of knee joint
between 65°-70°.
To understand and model the way humans regulates knee
torque during walking, the knee angle-torque trajectory has
been generated utilizing existing biomechanical data from
Winter [8] as shown in Fig. 4. The trajectory is segmented
into several phases described below, where each phase
exhibits a set of distinct dynamic characteristics.
•

Early Stance (A → B → A): Beginning of this phase,
the knee flexed slightly (~5º) with a small flexional
torque (~20 N-m) under the initial ground contact to
absorb the impact energy. During this process, the

Swing extension (D → A). In this phase, the knee
returns to the starting position (point A) by
experiencing a fast extension. In this process, the
knee produces a flexional torque that increases with
the extension of the knee. Such behavior can be
modeled with a mild virtual spring ( ~0.4 N-m/deg).

•

The biomechanics of the ankle and knee during walking are
summarized in table I.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF THE BIOMECHANICS DURING WALKING
Summary of the Biomechanics during walking
Ankle

Knee

115.13

46.125

Peak Speed (rad/sec) [12]

4.81

6.46

Range of motion (degree)

30

70

Peak Torque (Nm)

Figure 3. Knee joint angle trajectories in level walking

knee joint maintains a very high stiffness to avoid the
collapse and provide steady support to the human
body. After the initial ground contact at point A, the
knee continues further flexion under the dynamic
load until reaching the Point B (maximum flexion).
In this process, the joint torque increases in and
reaches the maximum extensional torque of ~45 Nm. The biomechanical joint behavior within this
phase can be modeled with a very stiff virtual spring
(approximately 5 N-m/deg for a 75 kg subject).
•

Pre-Swing (A → C): In this phase, the knee
experiences fast flexion (~20º) to get ready for the
following swing phase. In this process, the flexional
torque starts at the maximum value and decreases
with the joint angle until reduces to zero. The
biomechanical behavior within this phase can be
modeled with a soft virtual spring ( ~1 N-m/deg for a
75 kg subject)

•

Swing flexion (C → D). In this phase, the knee
continues to flex until it reaches the maximum
flexion (Point D). In this process, the joint torque
decreases with the joint angle. The dynamic
behavior, therefore, is mostly dissipative and thus
can be modeled with a mild virtual damper. Based
on the existing biomechanical data by Winter [8], the
peak joint velocity is ~5 rad/s, and the damping
coefficient can be calculated as ~2.4 N-m-s/rad.

III. BIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR PROSTHESIS DESIGN
Ideally, the size and shape of the robotic prosthesis should
be similar to the size and shape of the lost limb for aesthetic
reason and most importantly for the daily use comfort.
Hence, the size and shape are very crucial elements for the
prosthetic device design, which are primarily determined
based on the principles in human anatomy. If the length of
the prosthesis is too high, then tall amputees or amputees
with short residual limb can only use it. Besides, the width of
the prosthesis should be compact to stay within the natural
anatomical envelope. Although the volumetric profile of the
limb varies significantly between persons due to gender, age,
and ethnic differences, a 3D model of a 50th percentile adult
male leg shown in Fig. 5, has been taken as a basis for the
shape and size requirement of the prosthesis design. The knee
and ankle joint width of the model are 10.3cm and 6.35 cm
respectively, whereas the joint height of the ankle is 7.62 cm.
To keep the volumetric profile within the anatomic envelope,
the target width, height, and joint height of the prosthesis
have been chosen 6.35cm, 18cm
[14] and 7.62cm,
respectively. Similar to the volumetric profile, the weight of
the prosthesis should be within the weight of the
corresponding limb segments since the heavyweight
prostheses need extra metabolic energy expenditure for
locomotion.
10.3 cm
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C
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Figure 4. Knee torque vs. angle behavior during walking for a 75Kg male
subject. The condition of the foot during heel-strike, Maximum knee flexion
during weight acceptance, Toe-off and Maximum knee flexion during the
swing are marked as (A), (B), (C) and (D)

7.62 cm

Figure 5. Human leg 3D model (Knee and Ankle front view)

To determine the weight limit of the prosthesis, a 50th
percentile male subject of 75 Kg is considered. Considering
the missing limb height from the ground 18cm (which is the
target height of the prosthesis), the mass of the lost limb can
be calculated 1.88 Kg (approximately 2.50% of the entire
body mass) [8]. This mass serves as the upper limit for the
mass of the prosthesis. Special attention was given to keep
the weight of the prosthesis as light as possible since the
standard connection to the residual limb is via vacuum socket
and can become loosened by a heavier prosthesis.
IV. DESIGN SPECIFICATION
The biomechanics locomotion and principles of human
anatomy described in the previous sections are the key tools
to identify requirements for robotic prosthesis design. In this
section, the target specifications for the ankle and knee
design are outlined.
A. Ankle Design Specifications
Based on the biomechanical study, a powered ankle
prosthesis is expected to meet some specific design
specifications. The design specifications are based on a male
subject of 75 kg weight and 1.75 m height.
•

Size and mass- Based on the human anatomical
analysis of the previous section, the target height and
mass for the ankle prosthesis have been determined
18 cm and 1.875 Kg respectively. Additionally, the
joint height and width have been determined as 7.62
cm and 6.35 cm respectively.

•

Range of motion- According to the study in section
II, the overall range of motion of ankle joint between
has been determined as ~30° (dorsiflexion ~10° and
plantarflexion ~20°).

•

Torque and Speed- Based on the biomechanical
study in section II, the required peak torque and
speed of the ankle during walking has been
determined as 115.13 N-m and 4.81 rad/s,
respectively.

•

Structural strength- The prosthesis must be strong
enough to support the user’s weight and the actuation
forces from the actuators.

B. Knee Design Specifications
The knee design specifications are quite similar to ankle
design specification except for the range of motion
requirement, the torque and speed requirements. According
to the biomechanical study in section II, the maximum range
of motion can be as high as 70°. Additionally, the
biomechanical study suggests that the knee needs to produce
less work than the ankle, which poses less torque requirement
for the knee prosthesis. On the other hand, the knee has a
higher speed requirement than the ankle, which is targeted at
approximately 6.46 rad/s based on the biomechanical study
[12], [15].
V. A UNIFIED ROBOTIC PROSTHETIC JOINT DESIGN
FRAMEWORK
The goal of this work is to develop a Common Core
Components Knee-Ankle Prosthesis (C3KAP). The design of
the C3KAP is motivated by the requirement for a compact

device that fulfills the shape, size and weight requirement of
actual healthy knee and ankle, but still delivers adequately
large torque and power output. This requirement poses the
challenge of designing a compact actuation mechanism with
a high transmission ratio. In our design (shown in Fig. 6.),
two-stage transmission mechanism was chosen. The first
stage was a timing belt drive transmission system, and the
second stage is a harmonic drive transmission system. A
commercial off-the-shelf product was chosen in the design,
which is a 70 W permanent-magnet brushless motor (EC 45
flat, Maxon Motor, Sachseln, Switzerland). This motor is
very light weight (141g) which can provide a peak torque of
0.20 Nm with a maximum speed of 10,000 rpm. For the
second stage of transmission system, a commercial harmonic
drive gear set (CSD-20-50-2A-GR, Harmonic Drive,
Peabody, MA) was chosen. This harmonic drive is also
lightweight and compact (13.7 mm thickness and 70 mm
outer diameter) but still provides a large transmission ratio
(50:1 ratio). Additionally, a cross-roller bearing (RB 2508,
THK America, Schaumburg, IL) was selected to support the
axial/ radial loads as well as the bending moments. All these
off-the-shelf components were chosen to ensure the size and
weight of the prosthesis within the target, mentioned in
previous section while maintaining satisfactory performance.
An easy swappable timing belt drive transmission stage was
placed between the motor and the second stage. This setup
helped reducing device width and provides the total gear ratio
adjustability. According to the design specification
mentioned earlier section, the ankle has higher torque and
lower speed requirement than the knee, 4:1 time belt ratio
was chosen for ankle while 3:1 ratio was chosen for the knee.
By combining the two transmission stages, the total ratio
becomes 150:1 for the knee and 200:1 for the ankle,
generating a peak output torque of 30 Nm and 40 Nm while
peak speed was 6.98 rad/s and 5.23 rad/s respectively
considering negligible transmission loss. The key advantage
of this transmission stage was the easy swap-ability of
timing-belt pulleys, which allow a wide range of speed and
torque customization for the knee and ankle. The motor of
the actuation unit was attached with the input pulley of the
belt drive and the output pulley was attached with the input
of the harmonic drive. The output
Motor
Support Frame
Timing belt
drive

Output Pulley
Support

Cross-roller
bearing

Harmonic
Drive

Output Adapter Assembly

Figure 6. C3KAP actuation system (Exploded view)

pulley also included the intermediate shaft and a bearing,
which was supported by Output Pulley Support. Both
transmission stages were mounted on a structural part called
Support Frame, which is shown in Fig. 6. The main purpose
of the Support Frame is to allow mounting space for several
parts and support the bending and axial loads during
locomotion. The opening of the Support plate provides
mounting space for the motor and input pulley assembly. The
positon of the motor-pulley assembly can be adjusted easily
to tension the timing belt. Support Frame also features
mounting arrangement for the harmonic drive, cross-roller
bearing and output pulley support assembly. The circular
spline of the harmonic drive is attached with an Output
adapter serves as the output. The output pulley of the beltdrive stage is supported through an intermediate shaft. This
output pulley is finally attached with the wave generator to
(a)

drive the harmonic drive. Additionally, the Support Frame
provides a flat surface to mount the pyramid connector
(standard prosthetic connector). The output adapter consists
of two parts, one was an L shaped part attached directly to
flexspline through the cross-roller bearing, and the other one
was attached with the Output Pulley Support to share
additional load of the output adapter. The output adapter
provides housing for a carbon fiber footplate for ankle or
standard prosthetic connector for the knee.
A special feature was added in C3KAP design, which was
a unidirectional leaf spring that can generate additional pushoff torque for ankle in walking. This feature is only required
while the C3KAP is used as an ankle. The energetic behavior
of the ankle dorsiflexion is comparable to loading a torsional
spring and storing energy for push-off. This behavior can be
simulated using this unidirectional leaf spring, integrated into
the footplate. The leaf spring is made of carbon fiber with the
stiffness of 6 Nm/deg. That means this feature greatly
reduces the actuation torque requirements of the device by
adding approximately 36 Nm torque during push-off.
The final design assembly of the C3KAP model for knee
and ankle along with the 3D model of a 50th percentile male
human leg is shown in Fig. 7.
VI. C3KAP PROTOTYPE

(c)

(d)

(e)

The prototype of the C3KAP has been fabricated (shown
in Fig. 8). To minimize the weight, high strength aluminum
7075 has been used extensively throughout the C3KAP for
the structural materials. For the prosthesis control, C3KAP is
instrumented with electronic components including
microcontroller and sensors. To protect the internal parts, two
protective 3D-printed covers were added on the prosthesis.
The specifications of the developed C3KAP prototype have
been summarized in Table II. By comparing these
specifications with the biomechanics parameters in Table I,
the range of motion, peak speed, weight, and form factor of
both ankle and knee fulfill the targeted requirements.
Although the torque of the ankle joint could not meet the
targeted torque, it can be considered reasonable for normal
ground walking.

(f)

Figure 7. Human leg 3D model vs final design assembly of the C3KAP
model: Knee : (a) isometric (b) front and (c) side view; Ankle : (d)
isometric (e) front and (f) side view

Figure 8. C3KAP prototype (Both knee and ankle)

TABLE II.

THE SPECIFICATIONS SUMMERY OF THE C3KAP
PROTOTYPE
Summary of the Specification

Weight (gram) (without battery)

Ankle

Knee

1452

1392

than most knee or ankle prosthesis [4], [6], [18], [19]. The
future study includes the investigation of carbon fiber leaf
spring design to provide more toque to ankle.
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